List of story arcs being considered (1st Season Scedule):
101: Pilot: The Rebel Alliance vs. The Red Baron (Sol, 3rd planet, April 21 1918)
Since he dies and his body disappears anyway, why not save one of history's great fighter pilots,
and train him to fly for the Rebel Alliance? It's a point late enough in history that he has many of
the needed technical skills internalized; but early enough in history that world-wide GPS trackers
of people have not made snatching people difficult! If this works out, maybe the Alliance will try to
save Amelia Earhart next!
102: The Na'Vi Black Box Red Alert Blues (Hat-P-17, 7th planet, 3rd moon; year 2712)
The Na'Vi don't win their conflict. But maybe the black box in their HQ can be analyzed to learn
what secrets they had uncovered – and swapped with a false black box, so as to trick the Federation.
103: Changeling (Deep Space Science Station 914-PPL, 3027)
In return for the work of a top scientist, the Rebel Alliance agrees to rescue his daughter – in such a
manner as to be untraceable to the Federation.
104: Road Trip and Archive (Top Secret Location, 380000 Years BC)
A dangerous trip to a Rebel Safehouse. To drop off some vital information, and to re-synchronize
some records.
105: Reed House oh Reed House (Sol, 3rd planet, Late Winter 30th Century BC)
Why did the Federation send assassins against a farmer? Stranger yet, why did they do it just before
terrible floods wiped out most of the Mesopotamian Valley?
106: Space Hulk (Just inside Nebula SNR G292.0+01.8, 2132)
Great. Why did The TIE Fighter have to conk out here, in the middle of nowhere, on the deck of
a mining ship? As if that’s not bad enough, the 22nd Century mining ship disappears right about
now. Sometimes it’s tough to be a time traveller.
107: What Walter Saw (Sol, 3rd planet, October 29 1618; and also Fall 1587)
What did Sir Walter Ralegh know about time travel? What impact does this have on the universe, or
on the Rebel struggle?
108: Der Ring Des Nibelungen (Planet Nibelung, 73rd Century BC)
The Nibelungen World Society of Physicians has come out against the theoretical dangers of Antimatter exposure. This leads planetary governments to evacuate orbital research facilities just before
Hargen’s Comet is scheduled to pass through Nibelungen Space. But according to a rebel archive,
a key discovery will be/was made by Engineer Nakku Rundrigen on a research station during the
passing of Hargen’s Comet.
109: Ceasefire (Astroid 3112B, Avalon System, 2811)
The Federation invites the Rebel Alliance for talks. Is it a trap? The crew of The TIE Fighter will
meet a few Federation agents that claim they just want to talk. This episode marks the beginning of
the Season One Final arc, “Small World.”

